always denote an associative ring with unit element 1. Unless the contrary is specifically stated, all modules and morphisms will be taken from the category -R-mod of unitary left -R-modules. Homomorphisms will be written as acting on the side opposite scalar multiplication, i.e., on the right. The injective hull of a module M will be denoted by E{M).
The term "torsion theory" will always be used to mean hereditary torsion theory in the sense of [2] . In this section we summarize the information about torsion theories which we will need. The reader is referred to [2, 4, 6, 10] for further elucidation and for proofs.
A torsion theory τ can be completely characterized by any of the following data, each of which uniquely determines all of the others:
(i) The class ^~τ of torsion modules. This class is closed under taking submodules, factor modules, direct sums, and extensions (i.e., if 0->M'->M~>M"->0 is an exact sequence with M\ M" e ^~τ, then (ii) The class &~τ of torsion-free modules. This class is closed under taking submodules, injective hulls, direct products, and extensions.
(iii) The set Sf τ of left ideals / of R satisfying Rfle J^τ. This set is an idempotent filter, i.e., if Ie^f τ then so does every left ideal of R properly containing I and so does (I: r) = {r f e R | r'r e 1} for every reR.
Furthermore, £f τ is closed under taking finite intersections and, if le £? τ and (H: r)e S^τ for every re I then He £f τ .
(iv) The class i? Γ of absolutely pure modules. These are elements N of ^ satisfying the condition that if N is a submodule of Mejt hen M/NeJ^.
The full subcategory of R-mod defined by g^Γ is abelian.
(v) The functor T τ ( ): i?-mod -» i?-mod which assigns to each module M the (unique) submodule
The functor Q r ( ): iϋ-mod -> g? Γ which is the left adjoint of the inclusion functor.
For any module M, the module Q τ (M) is called the localization of M with respect to the torsion theory τ. The endomorphism ring of Q T (R) is called the quotient ring of R with respect to τ and will be denoted by R τ . As left i?-modules, Q τ (R) and R τ are isomorphic. Furthermore, every module Q τ {M) is canonically a left i2 r -module. For each left 12-module M we have a canonical i?-homomorphism
The class of all hereditary torsion theories on i£-mod will be denoted by iϋ-tors. This class can be partially ordered by setting τ ^ τ' if and only if ^g^.
If {τ^ieΩ} is a family of torsion theories then we denote the largest torsion theory less than or equal to all of them by Λίea^ Such a theory always exists and is defined by
<&--
Similarly we denote by \f iBΩ^i the smallest torsion theory greater than or equal to all of the τ t . This theory always exists and is defined by
J^Γ< = n
The class i2-tors has a minimal element ζ, defined by ^ = {0}, and a maximal element χ, defined by ^t -{0}. A torsion theory τ which is not equal to χ is called proper; a torsion theory τ which is not equal to £ is called nontrivial. The collection of all proper torsion theories on iZ-mod will be denoted by iZ-prop.
If s$? is any family of modules then we denote by ζ(j^) the smallest torsion theory in which every Me J^ is torsion and by χ(J^) the largest torsion theory in which every Me J^f is torsion free. Then J^} -{N\ Hom^Λf, E(N)) -0 for all Me sf) and j^} = {MI Hom^ (M, E(N)) = 0 for all Ne Jtf}.
Furthermore, for any τe jβ-tors, we have τ = V {ξ(R/Γ)\Ie£f r }. Conversely, assume that Ne^" τ and ae ϊίom R 
(R/[I Π Γ], E(N)).
Then we have a canonical monomorphism Then we clearly have dc (τ) = τ for all τ e iί-tors (making the convention that Λ 0 = %).
Proof. (1) follows directly from the definition. By (1), we have c(r^) S c(τ ίχ Λ r ί2 ) for j = 1, 2 which implies (2) . As for (3), if r e p|c(τ, ) then τ ^ r^ for all i e i2 and so, by definition, τ ^ y r t , which is to say that τec(V τ^). The reverse inclusion is trivial.
The proof of the following proposition is based on [1] . PROPOSITION 
If R is left noetherian and if τe JS-prop then c(τ) contains a maximal element of i?-prop.
Proof. Let jy be the class of all proper ideals I of R satisfying the conditions ( 
Proof. (1) follows directly from the definition. As for (2),
From Lemma 2.1 (3) it is clear that the family {c(τ)\τe R-tors} of subsets of i2-prop is the base of a topology on i?-prop, which we will call the order topology. By Lemma 1.1, the family {c(ξ(R/I)) \ I a left ideal of R) of subsets of .R-prop also forms the base of a topology on JS-prop. This topology is coarser than the order topology; we call it the finitary order topology on iϋ-prop.
3* Prime torsion theories* The notion of a prime element of JS-tors was first defined by Goldman [4] and has since been considered by several authors [7, 8, 11] . Of the equivalent definitions available in the literature, we will use the one from [7] .
A left ideal / of a ring R is critical if and only if, for every left ideal H of R properly containing /, R/He^~χ {R ι I} .
It is easily shown that if I is critical, it is meet-irreducible. Furthermore, if R is commutative then I is critical if and only if it is prime. We therefore define a torsion theory τ e i2-tors to be prime if and only if τ = χ(R/I) for some critical left ideal I of R. The family of all prime elements of l?-tors is called the left spectrum of R and will be denoted by iϋ-sp. If τ e iϋ-sp then the family of all critical left ideals I of R with τ = χ(R/I) will be denoted by crit(τ). (1) iϋ-sp has Krull-Krause dimension.
(2) i?-sp satisfies the maximum condition.
Alternatively, for each ordinal t define the torsion theory z t as follows:
( For a left l?-module M we define the assassin ass (M) of M to be the family of all τe iϋ-sp for which there exists an me M with (0: m) e crit (τ). PROPOSITION 3.6. (
1) If M = U Mt then ass (Λf) -U ass (Λf<). ( 2 ) If Ie crit (r) then for all 0 Φ R N £ R/L ass (N) = {τ}. (3) If NSM then ass(N) £ ass (M) S ass (iSΓ) U ass(M/N). ( 4 ) If M = φMi then ass (Λf) = U ass (M,). ( 5 ) If N is a large submodule of M then ass (iSΓ) = ass (M).
Proof. Parts (l)-(4) follow from [11, Proposition 3.1] . As for part (5) , ass (N) £ ass (M) by (3) . Conversely, assume that τ e ass (M). Then there exists an rei? with O^rmeN, where (0: m) e crit (τ). Furthermore, (0: rm) = ((0: m): r). Since (0: m) e crit (r), we have (0: rm) e crit (r) by [6, Proposition 2.8] and so reass(iV). This condition is satisfied if R is left noetherian. In fact, we have the slightly stronger result. PPOPOSITION Proof. Let τ e i2-prop and let M be an injective cogenerator of J^v. If 0 Φ m e M then Rm is noetherian. Let τ' e ass (Rm) S ass (M). Then JC £ ^ and so r' e c(τ) Π R-sp. PROPOSITION 
3.8, If M is α nonzero noetherian module then

If R is left noetherian then the homomorphism ψ: M -* Π{Q T (M) I τ G ass (M)} defined by m\-+ < mτ M > is a monomorphism.
Proof. If 0 Φ K = ker (ψθ then by Propositions 3.8 and 3.6(3) there exists a r e ass (if) £ ass (M). lί ke K with (0: A) e crit (r) then βfc e J^T so Λτ M ^ 0, contradicting the fact that K -Π {ker (τ^) | τ e Proof. That c'(r x ) u c'(r 2 ) £ c\τ γ A τ 2 ) follows from Lemma 2.1 (2) . 
Proof. Clearly dc'(τ) ^ τ. Conversely assume that Me Then OΦM/T T (M)
and so there exists a r'e ass(M/Γ Γ (ikf)) by (*) and Proposition 3.8. Furthermore, Mg ^, since otherwise we would have M/T T (M)e^l, which contradicts the definition of τ\ Therefore r'e supp (M). On the other hand, ^, £ ^ by construction and so τ r e e\τ) whence τ' 0 supp (M) by the choice of M. From this contradiction we deduce that dc\τ) ^ τ and so we have equality.
We have thus seen that, particularly for the case of a left noetherian ring R, the order topology on iϋ-sp exhibits various "nice" features of the Zariski topology on the spectrum spec (R) of a commutative ring R. It is the finitary order topology, however, which reduces to the Zariski topology in the case that R is commutative. PROPOSITION 
If R is commutative then R-sp with the finitary order topology is homeomorphic to spec (R) with the Zariski topology.
Proof. Define the function h: spec (R) -> Λ-sp by P\->χ(R/P).
Since the critical left ideals of a commutative ring R are precisely the prime ideals of R [7] the function h is clearly a surjection. Thus we see that the reverse order topology also resembles the Zariski topology although it "goes the other way". In particular, the construction of the reverse order topology is formally the same as the classical "hull-kernel" construction of the Zariski topology. (1) follows directly from the definition. As for (2) , if U' is a neighborhood of E7ί in the reverse order topology on iϋ-sp then d{ U') = Λ U' is the largest torsion theory less than or equal to every element of U'. In particular, if τe U then τ ^ d(TJ'). Since V d(lΓ) is the smallest torsion theory greater than or equal to all of the d{ U'), r ^ v d(U') = g(U t ). Thus τec'giUJ for all τe U lf proving (2). 
